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Getting Started With Spanish:
Beginning Spanish For
Homeschoolers And Self-Taught
Students Of Any Age (homeschool
Spanish, Teach Yourself Spanish,
Learn Spanish At Home)

What's preventing you from teaching Spanish in your homeschool or learning it on your own? If
you're intimidated because you've never studied Spanish, bewildered by traditional Spanish books
that move too fast, or just don't know where to begin, then Getting Started with Spanish is for you!
Specifically designed to overcome these types of obstacles, Getting Started with Spanish is divided
into simple lessons that explain the fundamentals of Spanish grammar in a way that anyone can
grasp. Instead of burying you in mountains of information to memorize, new words and concepts are
introduced in a gradual and systematic way. You can immediately apply what you've learned by
translating the fun exercises at the end of each lesson. Quickly check your work by turning to the
included answer key. Download the FREE authors' commentary recordings from
www.GettingStartedwithSpanish.com to hear the authors explain each lesson and exercise
individually. Practice your listening and pronunciation skills with the FREE pronunciation recordings.
With everything you need here in one book, why aren't you Getting Started with Spanish?
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I've been looking for a good "Spanish for beginners" book for a long time. I bought Practice Makes
Perfect Basic Spanish (Practice Makes Perfect Series)for that purpose, but you can read in my
review of that book why it wasn't sufficient. But now I finally have a good book for beginning
Spanish. The book is called Getting Started with Spanish by William Linney and Antonio Orta.The
book teaches you what you would typically learn in a Spanish I class in high school or Spanish 101
in college. But what makes this book different from other books is that the lessons are divided up

into manageable "bite-size chunks." Each lesson gets a little more elaborate than the previous
one.The authors have bent traditional ways of teaching Spanish. For example, the infinitive isn't
introduced until later in the book. But you learn how to conjugate the three conjugations before then.
Instead of teaching the forms of "hablar," the author teaches the forms of "yo hablo." So the "yo"
form, or the 1st person singular form is used as the semi-infinitive form. When I saw this method of
teaching Spanish verbs, I realized that you don't really need to know the infinitive form anyway, at
least not until you learn modal verbs like "querer" and "necesitar."The authors have even supplied
free mp3 audio files on the book's website. You can download the entire zipped folder from
gettingstartedwithspanishDOTcom. Or you can download each mp3 individually.The format of this
book is unique and quite possibly a revolutionary way to introduce new languages. It makes me
wish I had thought of it first.
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